The Hong Kong Jockey Club

Concession Schemes
You are welcome to join our exclusive Concession Schemes and enjoy privileges at Sha Tin Clubhouse, Beas River Country Club or both, depending on your chosen enrolment. Benefits include access to the plethora of culinary gems and recreational activities at both venues, which promise to enhance your lifestyle and reflect your social standing. The first offers a dynamic piece of the action, while the latter provides a much-needed retreat from city living.
Sha Tin Clubhouse

Distinctly cosmopolitan
The ultimate place to-be-seen, the contemporary Sha Tin Clubhouse is situated amidst the heart of the action. At lunchtime during the week, the business community hosts gourmet lunches to network and seal major deals. After the sun goes down, the Clubhouse transforms into the hottest hangout for trendsetters to indulge in epicurean delights. During the weekend, the Clubhouse becomes a hub of activity for family outings, where the vibe is both vibrant and relaxed.

The Clubhouse is a hub of activity for family outings where the vibe is both vibrant & relaxed

Distinctly delectable
Centurion Restaurant specialises in contemporary Western dining, showcasing the freshest premium ingredients from land and sea. The magnificent wine cellar and exciting show kitchen are highlights, but it’s the extensive selection of wines and culinary masterpieces that make the dining experience truly unforgettable.

Oi Suen presents fine Cantonese cuisine served in warm and convivial surroundings. The popular family eatery serves top-notch dim sum and gastronomic delights in the evening. The panoramic view of the racecourse is another attraction, which makes it ideal for every occasion.
The Ladies Purse offers a mouth-watering range of international and local favourites to please every palate. Relaxed and approachable, the family-friendly café opens from breakfast onwards while takeaway orders are available at the Deli Corner.

Kat O Bar houses a wide range of whiskies, cognacs and wines. Fine cigars from around the world are kept in perfect condition with the bar's own cigar humidor. The cosy outdoor balcony sets the scene for a quiet drink while Members can also follow the races on the LCD screens throughout the bar and private rooms.

The Entertainment Room on the sixth floor is perfect for entertaining whether in the form of mah-jong, movies or a state-of-the-art karaoke system, DVD home theatre and 55” plasma screen.

Distinctly revitalising
Whether cooling down in the heat of summer or warming up in winter’s chill, the year-round activity options available at Sha Tin Clubhouse are endless. Awaken the body in the gym, squash court table tennis room and mini basketball court, or soothe the senses with a relaxing foot massage in the Reflexology Rooms.
Distinctly idyllic

The hectic Hong Kong lifestyle can become overwhelming without a break in between. The Beas River Country Club boasts lush, rolling greenery and astounding natural beauty - the ideal way to liven up a humdrum routine and provide an escape to a secluded haven. Positioned less than an hour’s drive from Central, it’s the perfect retreat for family weekends away.

The Beas River Country Club boasts lush, rolling greenery & natural beauty

Distinctly delightful

Embrace the best of country living by going on a hack on one of our former racehorses at the Beas River Equestrian Centre, one of the many equestrian activities on offer. Outdoorsy types will be spoilt for choice with an array of athletic pursuits, such as tennis, swimming, garden golf and croquet lawn, while the fun-filled playground is sure to keep the kids entertained for hours.

Distinctly indulgent

The Beas River Country Club offers every amenity your heart desires to make each stay one to remember. Soak up the laid-back luxury of our sprawling guest chalets and savour gastronomic gems.
The Old Clubhouse Restaurant and Bar retains classical heritage with an interior resembling a traditional English pub. The outdoor terrace provides the perfect al fresco backdrop. Treat guests to something a little different by hosting private events in the outside Cabana.

Horseshoe Grill encapsulates old world charm with its wooden interiors. In addition to an extensive wine list, the grill serves juicy steak and chops, as well as signature dishes such as lobster bisque and pan-fried foie gras. Enjoy a glass of chardonnay or cocktail in the adjoining bar next door.

Arena Room is the best place to spend a Sunday or public holiday. Feast on the elaborate buffet spread served at breakfast and lunch. During weekdays, it is also available for hire, making it an ideal place for private events, corporate conferences and other activities.